SAVISION DEBUTS NEW LIVE MAPS UNITY FEATURES AT MICROSOFT IGNITE 2015
CHICAGO, Ill. – May 4, 2015 – Savision, the market leader of Business Service and Cloud
Management solutions for Microsoft System Center, today announced the 7.4 release of Live Maps
Unity.

Live Maps Unity, a Business Service Management solution for Microsoft System Center, automatically
documents and pinpoints all IT network problems in real time, as well as determines their root causes.
By using Live Maps Unity, organizations can swiftly locate and resolve problems before they even occur.
Live Maps Unity integrates seamlessly with Microsoft System Center Operations Manager and Service
Manager.
The 7.4 release of Live Maps Unity provides a number of important enhancements:

-

Enhanced Performance Dashboards – take your Live Maps Unity diagrams to the next level
with support for inline performance metrics. Embed any of the performance metrics available in
System Center Operations Manager directly in Live Maps Unity diagrams, giving you all the
information you need to stay on top of your complex IT environment.

-

Enhanced Membership Rules – Live Maps has long provided membership rules allowing you
to create services and dashboards that automatically update as your IT environment changes.
We’ve added even more advanced ways to create membership rules so that your Live Maps
Unity services and dashboards stay up to date without any manual intervention.

-

Mobile Friendly Monitoring – with the integration of the Services Dashboard and Service Map
into Dashboards by Savision, the health of your critical business services can be viewed from
anywhere on any device. There is no Silverlight dependency!

By deploying Live Maps Unity together with Dashboards by Savision, organizations are able to
instantly identify all impacted IT services, determine the main cause of all disruptions, and quickly
delegate the resolution of each incident to the right IT team.
“By eliminating the guesswork and automatically revealing the origin of each problem, Live Maps Unity
and Dashboards by Savision enable our customers to catch IT problems early, and resolve them before
they escalate and cause major damage. The faster your IT team can figure out the cause of each
problem, the less time you’ll need to resolve each incident. We are committed to ensuring that IT issues
are not going to disrupt any business operations of our customers,” said Rob Doucette, CTO of
Savision.
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About Savision
Savision is the market leader in business service and cloud management solutions for Microsoft
System Center. The company’s monitoring and visualizing capabilities bridge the gap between IT and
business, by transforming IT data into predictive, actionable and relevant information about the entire
cloud and datacenter infrastructure.
Savision's intuitive and customizable dashboards provide context for each business service. This
results in preventing IT-related problems and business downtime, increasing overall organizational
efficiency as well as reducing IT operational costs up to 20%.
Savision’s solutions scale from small to medium businesses, government bodies as well as Fortune
500 companies operating in different fields and have been adopted by over 700 organizations
worldwide.
Savision is a Dutch founded company headquartered in Amsterdam with offices in Dallas and Ottawa.
For more information, visit www.savision.com
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